
1  Protects Confidentiality & Security…
Pressure Seal’s cohesive edges and high-pressure sealing 
provide a more effective seal than traditional envelopes. 
And, because each mailer is self-contained, there is no 
chance of inserting two confidential documents into 
the same envelope or mismatching a document with an 
envelope with a different recipient address.

2   Eco Friendly…
 By eliminating the envelope and the labor intensive folding, 
stuffing and sealing, Pressure Seal mailers have become 
an efficient and environmentally-friendly alternative for all 
forms of direct mail pieces. 

3   Less Cost to you…
Lose the envelope. Pressure Seal forms serve as their own 
securely sealed envelopes.

4  HIPAA Compliant…
Completely opaque and tamper-proof.

5    Improved Postal Processing…
With Pressure Seal technology, addresses can be printed 
directly onto the form, eliminating the need for envelopes. 
Plus, utilizing Spectra mailing software, intelligent 
barcodes can be included to save postage costs.

•  HIPAA Compliant 
•  96% open rate
 •   Less expensive than an envelope  

with internal sheets of paper
•  Great for large or small volume
•  Fast turnaround
•  Black/white or color

Pressure Seal Mailing technology offers a number of valuable, time-saving benefits for every industry.
From data breach letters, self-mailers and healthcare forms, Pressure Seal forms offer every industry time-
saving benefits to their business mailing needs. Here are five benefits we believe are important considerations 
for your business when determining how best to communicate with your customers.

Pressure Seal Advantages

HEALTHCARE
• Data Breach Letters
• Open enrollment forms
• Confirmation statements
• 1095’s ACA forms
• Billing statements
• COBRA statements

FINANCIAL 
SERVICES
• PIN notices
• Overdraft notices
• Charge notices
• Monthly statements
• Tax notices

EDUCATION
• Grade reports
• Tuition notices
• Course schedules
• Federal aid statements

MANUFACTURING 
& RETAIL
• Recall notices
• Order receipts
• Warranty certificates
• Rebate coupons
• Marketing mailers

DIRECT MAIL
• Promotional campaigns
• Political mail
• Personalized pieces
• B2B and B2C
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Dear Iron Man,

Since you are turning 65 in April, your experience with Medicare is about to begin. Enrolling in Medicare and

related coverage can be a confusing and frustrating process. Some even refer to it as the “Medicare maze”.

To help you navigate this maze, we have partnered with Medicare Experts, a best-in-class health insurance

brokerage for seniors. They have perhaps the most patient, empathetic, and knowledgeable team of Medicare

experts I have come across. Below, you’ll find their overview of Medicare. If you’d like to speak to one of their

Medicare experts, you can reach them at 888-123-7654.

Best,

<<Provider name>>

Logoipsum

207 Pickens Street

Columbia, SC 29205

U N D E R S T A N D I N G

MEDICARE 101

Your Guide through

 the Medicare Maze

888-123-7654

AN INTRODUCTION TO MEDICARE

Just Like Going Outside on a Cold Day

In the same way that you put on layers before going outside on a cold day, you put on layers of

health insurance when it comes to Medicare. And just like you wouldn’t put your coat on before

your undershirt, there’s an order to these layers of health insurance.

A Quick Pause Before Adding More Layers

Parts A and B together are referred to as “Original Medicare”, and while they satisfy the minimum medical coverage the government requires you to have, many folks

find they have gaps in the following areas:
● Part A Deductible - The Part A deductible resets once you’ve been out of the

hospital for 60 days. So if you go to the hospital several times, each time 60

days since the last one, you’ll pay a $1,484 deductible each time. This could

add up. 
● Part B Coinsurance - After you meet the Part B deductible, you pay 20% of

Part B covered care. 20% of a large number can be a large number.

● Excess Charges - Healthcare providers will occasionally charge more than

Medicare will reimburse them. The difference is called an “excess charge”,

and you pay for all of it. ● Foreign Travel - Original Medicare doesn’t cover healthcare received abroad

except for a few limited cases in Canada and Mexico.

Further, the government requires you to have Prescription Drug Coverage, also referred to as “Part D”. Time to put on some more layers.

More Layers: Medigap, Medicare Advantage, and Prescription Drug Coverage – If you’re fine with the coverage provided by Original Medicare (Parts A and B), you can

purchase an additional Prescription Drug Plan from a private insurance carrier (Part D), and you will have met the minimum amount of health insurance the government

requires you to carry.

If you want additional coverage to “fill the gaps” in Original Medicare, you have two options:

Medigap Plan (Medicare Supplement)

If you’ve ever heard of “Plan G” or “Plan F”, you’ve heard of Medigap plans. They

pick up the bill after Original Medicare pays. So if you got a blood test that costs

$100, Part B will cover $80, and if your Medigap plan covers Part B coinsurance,

it’ll cover all or part of the remaining $20.
Medigap plans are defined by the government but offered by private carriers. This

means that the benefits of Plan G offered by Humana and Cigna are the same. The

premium, however, will likely be different. Medigap premium is paid in addition to

Medicare Part B premium.The different Medigap benefits are listed on www.medicare.gov. Though there are

ten options, four or five can usually be ruled out because, surprisingly, they cost

more than other Medigap options with more coverage. The Medigap plan with the

most comprehensive coverage that’s currently available to new Medicare enrollees

is Plan G.
Should you choose a Medigap plan, you also need to purchase a Prescription Drug

Plan. I am happy to discuss which Medigap plan might be a good fit for you.Medicare Advantage Plans

Unlike Medigap Plans, Medicare Advantage plans are entirely defined and run by

private carriers. They typically have you pay a copayment (a flat fee) or coinsurance

(a percent of the total costs) for In-Patient and Out-Patient care until your medical

payments for the calendar year reach an “out-of-pocket maximum”, at which point

the plan covers all your expenses. Out-of-pocket maximums depend on the plan

and can range from $1,000 to $8,000.
Medicare Advantage plans are typically offered as HMOs or PPOs. In the HMO

model, you can only see doctors in the HMO, and you must get a referral from your

primary care physician to see a specialist. This is in contrast to Original Medicare

or Medigap, which allow you to see any doctor who accepts Medicare.

In the PPO model, Medicare Advantage plans let you see out of network doctors,

but provide less coverage when you do so. If you choose the Medicare Advantage

route, be sure it covers your preferred healthcare providers.

Unlike Medigap plans, Medicare Advantage plans come bundled with prescription

drug coverage, so there’s no need to purchase a separate Prescription Drug Plan.

Be sure a Medicare Advantage plan covers your prescriptions before enrolling in it.

Choosing Between Medigap and Medicare Advantage

To compare any plans, you must consider their total cost for the year: their

premium plus your share of the year’s expected healthcare bills.

Depending on the plans available in your zip code, a Medicare Advantage plan

might make more sense than a Medigap plan, or vice versa. We can help you

compare different plans in your area.
Fortunately, there is an “escape hatch” for folks who enroll in a Medicare

Advantage plan and are unhappy. If you enroll in a Medicare Advantage plan when

you turn 65, you may switch to a Medigap plan for any reason during the first year.

PART

Your First Layer:

Hospitalization, skilled nursing care, and hospice. Full coverage for the

first 60 days in a hospital after a $1,484 deductible is paid. After the

60th day, you pay $371 per day. After the 91st day, you pay $742 per

day. After the 150th day, you pay all expenses.
None, if Social Security tax has been withheld from your paycheck for at

least ten years. Otherwise there’s a premium.
Three months before the month of your 65th birthday. You can also

enroll up to three months after the month of your 65th birthday, but, if

you do, coverage will not begin immediately.
You’re automatically enrolled if you’re collecting social security.

Otherwise go to www.medicare.gov.Most people enroll in Part A even if they’re covered by their or their

spouse’s employer. The main reasons people delay enrolling in Part A

are if they haven’t paid Social Security taxes for ten years and therefore

need to pay a premium for Part A or if they have an HSA account.

Covers

EmployerCoverage &DelayingEnrollment

When To Enroll

Premium

How to Enroll

Hospitalization, skilled nursing care, and hospice. Full coverage for the

first 60 days in a hospital after a $1,484 deductible is paid. After the

60th day, you pay $371 per day. After the 91st day, you pay $742 per

day. After the 150th day, you pay all expenses.
None, if Social Security tax has been withheld from your paycheck for at

least ten years. Otherwise there’s a premium.
Three months before the month of your 65th birthday. You can also

enroll up to three months after the month of your 65th birthday, but, if

you do, coverage will not begin immediately.
You’re automatically enrolled if you’re collecting social security.

Otherwise go to www.medicare.gov.Most people enroll in Part A even if they’re covered by their or their

spouse’s employer. The main reasons people delay enrolling in Part A

are if they haven’t paid Social Security taxes for ten years and therefore

need to pay a premium for Part A or if they have an HSA account.

PART

Your Second Layer:

A

B

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

Medicare Experts is an insurance brokerage that specializes in helping folks

approaching 65 find health insurance coverage. When you call our office,

you’ll speak with one of our Medicare experts, each of whom has over five

years of experience with Medicare. We ask a few questions we need to get

realistic quotes for you - your age, gender, whether you smoke, what

prescriptions you take, and who your doctors are - and our software

analyzes the plans available to you and finds the few worth considering. We

then walk you through the pros and cons of each option.

Like all insurance brokerages, our services are free to you.

We are compensated by insurance carriers when one of our clients buys

one of their plans. However, unlike other insurance brokerages, we put you

888-123-7654

If you have any further questions about Medicare in general or about which specific Medigap or

Medicare Advantage plans are the best fit for you, please call us at <<Phone>>.

Next Steps:

ahead of our profit. If our data model indicates you should purchase a plan

from a carrier we don’t work with, we will help you enroll in that plan even

though we won’t be compensated for it.
If you have any questions about Medicare or about which Medigap or

Medicare Advantage plan might be a good fit for you, please call us.

Best,
Gandalf the Grey

CEO | Medicare Experts

C-FOLD

Pressure Seal works for all kinds of businesses…
… from the very small to large companies looking to streamline their processes. 

Cost effectiveness and 96% open rates make the forms especially attractive, and the security and confidentiality of forms is a major 
benefit for the use of Pressure Seal documents. There are countless applications for Pressure Seal forms. Below are just a few of the 
industry-specific ways businesses are using these Pressure Seal solutions:

 GLUE-SEALED EDGES

100% OPACITY BLOCK-OUT

Do You Require Secure Mail?
SPECTRA KNOWS MAILING SECURITY…

SPECTRA
 W E  S E E  S O L U T I O N S

Full Color Logo

SPECTRA
 W E  S E E  S O L U T I O N S

Full Color Logo

Get a Quote Today… spectraintegration.com


